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Why a Brand Book

This guide was created and is updated periodically to ensure the Henry W. Bloch School of Management brand maintains continuity and proper application in the materials and media in which it appears. This, and future editions, address the most common applications of our brand identity, including all internal and external university marketing materials to the extent they can be applied. It is meant to work in conjunction with the Bloch School’s Brand Guidelines and UMKC’s Visual Identity Guidelines.

Though it cannot possibly speak to all design situations that may arise, consider this your manual and framework for design, strategy and execution. From logo to tagline, color usage to graphic elements, the guidelines and examples provided here help all of us create clear, uniform presentations of the Bloch School brand identity.
Brand Platform

A brand is an organization’s avenue to building an image and a relationship with its audience. It has both functional and emotional elements, which convey the “heart and soul” of what it stands for and its promise of what it brings that’s unique to the marketplace. The brand platform consists of several building blocks that collectively form the overall Bloch School brand.

Our brand platform defines the tone for our key messages, encompassing our focus on being KC’s business school, with an entrepreneurial, connected and inspired spirit. This concept should resonate throughout all branded materials. Every marketing communication, big or small, is an opportunity to share the message that Bloch grads are making things happen in KC. We are Kansas City’s business school, after all.

Brand Positioning
A position statement describes the “mental space” a brand should occupy in the minds of a target audience. It serves as a foundational, internal statement to guide a company or organization’s marketing strategies.

*The Bloch School gives students the belief, courage and tools to build businesses, shape communities and lead the future.*

Brand Idea
A brand idea is a simple phrase or statement that clarifies why the brand is important in the eyes and hearts of the target audience. It is more than what you do and how you do it. It defines your purpose, your cause, your belief. It summarizes “why” your organization exists and why anyone should care. What you do only serves as proof of your belief.

*We are committed to growing Kansas City’s leadership, and you are our future.*

Brand Driver
The positioning statement and brand idea lead us to a key brand driver. The brand driver is a word, phrase or notion that captures the essence of the brand’s promise and is relevant to the target audience. As the driver, it must be clear and simple – to intuitively stimulate every brand-related activity and behavior. It must be simple and memorable and drive inspired branding.

*Kansas City’s Business School*
Key Messages

The Bloch School gives students the belief, courage and tools to build businesses, networks and communities. Here’s how:

Close and Connected
- Our location, in the heart of Kansas City, offers convenience and immediate access to a dynamic and growing great American city.
- Students benefit from the Bloch School’s long-standing, deep connections to the Kansas City community, including global organizations headquartered here.
- Students learn from prestigious faculty and top area business and nonprofit leaders, as well as peers in the classroom.

Innovative and Inspiring
- Students are empowered with an innovative and civic mindset, inspired by Henry W. Bloch, that is relevant in today’s world.
- The modern Bloch Executive Hall provides interactive classrooms and collaborative learning spaces.
- Project-based learning opportunities give students customized education, allowing them to shape communities and make a true difference where it matters.

Rewarding and High ROI
- Extensive resources provide career readiness, internships and excellent job placement.
- Students will realize a higher ROI at Bloch, thanks to the benefits of valuable resources and networking exceeding the academic costs.
- Bloch’s strong alumni network offers a welcoming community for Kansas City’s future business leaders and opportunities for connections across the globe.
Brand Voice

Brand Archetype

Just as every piece should look like it is part of the same brand family, all copy should sound like it is coming from the same brand voice. It should sound equally inspirational and aspirational, leading students to conclude that the Bloch School will help them be better equipped to prosper and advance. Whenever possible, focus on talking “to” rather than “at” your audience. One example of this is simply using more “you” focused language: “Your goals are important at Bloch School of Management” is preferred over “A student’s goals are important at Bloch School of Management.”

The Visionary

AKA the Inventor, Transformer, Creator.

“If you can dream it, you can achieve it.”
VISUAL IDENTITY
Graphic Treatment

**REVERSE WORDMARK**
The reverse Bloch wordmark is the primary mark used for Bloch marketing collateral. The Bloch wordmark must always be used in conjunction with the official UMKC logo. It should never replace the university logo (see examples on page 12).

**WORDMARK**
The Bloch mark may be used in select circumstances to separate from a solid background, like a white t-shirt. The same rules for this wordmark apply to the reverse workmark.

**LETTERMARK**
The Bloch lettermark may be used in special circumstances as a visual identifier of the Bloch School. Examples of its usage are social media profile images or campus signage, where it is used as more of a visual element than an identifier of the school.
Graphic Treatment

Master Logo

REVERSE WORDMARK
The reverse Bloch wordmark should always be used in conjunction with the official UMKC logo, but it should never replace the official university logo (see examples on page 12).

The orange wordmark is best used when placed on a solid or monochromatic background. It is not suited for colors outside of the Bloch brand (i.e. green, red, grey, etc.)

If the Bloch wordmark is placed on a color outside of the Bloch brand, the white Bloch wordmark must be used instead of the orange Bloch wordmark.
Graphic Treatment

**Incorrect Logo Use**

**DO NOT CREATE A LOGO**
Do not create other logos to represent the Bloch School or any program, department, center or institute within the Bloch School.

**DO NOT EMBELLISH THE LOGO**
Do not combine the logo with elements from the UMKC Athletics logo or with any other “graphic elements.”

**DO NOT CREATE A NEW UMKC LOGO**
You should not attempt to re-create the logo or the “BLOCH” text.

**DO NOT ALTER THE LOGO**
This includes — but is not limited to — changes in type, color, boxes, outlines, embellishments, effects or gradients.
Graphic Treatment

Master Logo With UMKC Logo

The master logo must always be used in conjunction with the official UMKC logo to indicate that Bloch is a school at the University of Missouri-Kansas City.

When the master logo is paired with the UMKC logo, the UMKC logo is always on the left, while the reversed Bloch watermark is on the right.

When stacking the logos, the UMKC logo is always on top and the reversed Bloch watermark is on the bottom.
Graphic Treatment

Safe Space

The logo should be in a prominent place and proportionate to the item on which it is being used. A logo too big or too small loses its effectiveness as a brand identifier. Placing any element too close to the master logo diminishes its importance. Using the following “safe space” guidelines gives the logo the room needed to stand out.

Minimum Size

The minimum size the UMKC logo should be when paired with the Bloch logo and logo should be reproduced is 1 inch. However, there will be instances when a smaller logo size is acceptable, including print and web ads and promotional products.

As illustrated, whether the logos are stacked or side-by-side, the distance between the logos is based on the UMKC logo safe space, which is half the height of the ‘U’.

For general purposes, the UMKC logo and Bloch wordmark must be a minimum of 1” on marketing collateral. There are some instances, such as print and web ads, where the size can be adjusted. Please contact the office of Strategic Marketing and Communication with questions.
Co-branding – Bloch Programs and Departments

To create a sense of brand coherency and to streamline the branding, all programs and departments within the Bloch School follow the branding structure as seen on the right.

For marketing purposes, programs and departments will use the UMKC logo along with the reversed Bloch watermark. The program or department name will be listed below in Helvetica Neue Condensed in a medium weight.

Both the horizontal and stacked logo arrangements are acceptable for use by Bloch programs and departments.

Do not manually create your own logo and/or graphic treatment. Send all requests for co-branding and/or graphic treatments to brand@umkc.edu.
Graphic Treatment

Co-branding – Centers and Institutes

Third-party centers and institutes share a unique relationship within the Bloch School and thus, the branding should reflect that relationship.

These centers have co-branded graphic treatments. The UMKC/Bloch logos will always be present and paired with the co-brand.

Horizontal or stacked options are acceptable.

Do not manually create your own logo and/or graphic treatment. Send all requests for co-branding and/or graphic treatments to brand@umkc.edu.

No party may use the UMKC/Bloch logos without permission from UMKC’s Division of Strategic Marketing and Communications. Send all requests for co-branding to brand@umkc.edu.
THE ORANGE BLOCK

DESIGN ELEMENTS
An essential element to the Bloch School brand is the iconic orange “block.” Examples on the right illustrate how this element can be carried through in page layout, bulleted lists and dividers.
Typeface

Helvetica Neue is a versatile, modern typeface and is the primary Bloch School font family used for printed materials.

Print

HEADLINE

**Helvetica Neue - Black 95**

**Helvetica Neue - Heavy 85**

SUB-HEAD

**Helvetica Neue Condensed - Bold 77**

**Helvetica Neue Condensed - Medium 67**

BODY

Helvetica Neue - Roman 55

Helvetica Neue - Light 45

Web

PRIMARY

**Helvetica - Black**

**Helvetica - Bold**

**Helvetica - Regular**

**Helvetica - Light**

BACKUP

**Arial - Black**

**Arial - Bold**

**Arial - Regular**
Color Palette

Bloch School's color palette is designed to give us a strong, modern and consistent professional brand while being flexible to allow multiple variations where necessary. Always lead with the Primary Palette and accent when needed with the Supporting Palette.
Photography

Photography for Bloch School should reflect a candid, diverse and energetic environment, with an emphasis on learning at school or working in Kansas City as successful graduates. Avoid photos that feel “posed” and non-authentic. Photo treatments should have a slight desaturated effect.

Photography Credit: Caro Strasnik @ Gettyimages.com
Images shown within this document are intended for concept only, rights may not have been secured for reuse.
Photography
SAMPLE EXECUTIONS
Brand vs. Marketing Campaign

To be clear, the marketing campaign and the brand are not the same, though they definitely work together hand in glove. The brand is the overarching expression of the Bloch School’s personality. Think of it as the umbrella under which all communications are created. The brand informs and steers the marketing campaign. Its platform is expressed with the help of the marketing campaign and elements found in this book.

KANSAS CITY’S BUSINESS SCHOOL CAMPAIGN

Look around throughout Kansas City. Peer inside its top businesses. Its most promising startups. And its hidden gems. There, you’ll find Kansas City’s Business School graduates. Making their mark. Advancing themselves and their companies. Delivering more. Look around KC and you’ll find that the entrepreneurial engine of this town is fueled by Bloch grads.

WE ARE KANSAS CITY’S BUSINESS SCHOOL TAGLINE

The tagline “We are Kansas City’s Business School” is set in Helvetica Neue 85 Heavy and all caps. Placement of the tagline will vary depending on context and media.
Print Advertising and Collateral

We are leaders.
We are innovators.
We are Kansas City’s business school.

Photography Credit: Brian Doban @ ba-reps.com

Images shown within this document are intended for concept only, rights may not have been secured for reuse.
Out-of-Home Advertising

WE ARE KANSAS CITY’S BUSINESS SCHOOL.

Traditional
When placing media and designing ads, it is important to consider how the message aligns with the environment. When possible, the message should be reinforced and strengthened by where it is being read.
Out-of-Home Advertising

UPDATE: logos are incorrect

WE ARE KANSAS CITY’S BUSINESS SCHOOL.

Nontraditional
When placing media and designing marketing materials, look for opportunities to get creative. Unique placements and contextually relevant ideas that are unexpected are just some examples of what’s possible. Just remember to always stay true to the “Kansas City’s Business School” concept.
Digital Advertising

9,127
BLOCH GRADS WORK IN KC.

WE ARE KANSAS CITY’S BUSINESS SCHOOL.

Photography Credit: Jesper Rautell Balle
Images shown within this document are intended for concept only, rights may not have been secured for reuse.
WE ARE KANSAS CITY’S BUSINESS SCHOOL.

Social Advertising
Community Engagement

**Big Orange Block**

Imagine creating buzz by wheeling our large Bloch to various companies throughout KC that employ or were launched by Bloch grads. The block essentially tags our grads where they work. Fabricated and built large enough to turn heads wherever it goes, it’s a buzzworthy concept that extends the idea of Kansas City’s Business School.

Along with placing the block outside of these area companies, we video record the experience as the grads and employees are enticed to come out and interact. It’s literally a big idea that earns its own media.
Promotional Products

Bella+Canvas Unisex Crewneck T-Shirt

White Shirts
1500 @ $5.15 EA (S-XL) Add $1.50 EA (2XL)  Add $3.00  EA (3XL)
Cost Includes one color imprint, one location

1500 @ $5.95 EA (S-XL) Add $1.50 EA (2XL)  Add $3.00  EA (3XL)
Cost Includes one color imprint, two location

1500 @ $6.35 EA (S-XL) Add $1.50 EA (2XL)  Add $3.00  EA (3XL)
Cost Includes two color imprint, two location

Black Shirts
1500 @ $5.58 EA (S-XL) Add $1.50 EA (2XL)  Add $3.00  EA (3XL)
Cost Includes one color imprint, one location

1500 @ $6.45 EA (S-XL) Add $1.50 EA (2XL)  Add $3.00  EA (3XL)
Cost Includes one color imprint, two location

1500 @ $7.35 EA (S-XL) Add $1.50 EA (2XL)  Add $3.00  EA (3XL)
Cost Includes two color imprint, two location

T-shirt pricing includes plastic bagging of all t’s.

100% Polyester. UA Tech™ fabric with an ultra-soft, natural feel for unrivaled comfort. Signature Moisture Transport System wicks sweat away from the body. Anti-odor technology prevents the growth of odor-causing microbes. Raglan sleeve construction and flatlock stitching allow a full range of motion without chafing.

Sizes: SM-3XL
Colors: White, Black
Production Time: 10-12 Business Days

POST-IT NOTE

500@ $2.65 EA
Cost Includes one color on the sides and full color on the sheets

Sticky note blocks made with our new adhesive technology. FREE 1 to 4 color process sheet imprint.

Choose one color and one design side imprints, base price. Add optional colors or designs or choose the full color option. NO SET UP CHARGE. Shrink wrapped

4" W x 4" L x 2" H

Production Time: 15-20 Business Days

T-SHIRTS

Photography Credit: esmewang.com

Images shown within this document are intended for concept only, rights may not have been secured for reuse.